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ABSTRACT

In this article, we present a user-friendly web inter-
face for two alignment-free sequence-comparison
methods that we recently developed. Most
alignment-free methods rely on exact word matches
to estimate pairwise similarities or distances be-
tween the input sequences. By contrast, our new
algorithms are based on inexact word matches.
The first of these approaches uses the relative
frequencies of so-called spaced words in the input
sequences, i.e. words containing ‘don’t care’ or
‘wildcard’ symbols at certain pre-defined positions.
Various distance measures can then be defined on
sequences based on their different spaced-word
composition. Our second approach defines the
distance between two sequences by estimating for
each position in the first sequence the length of the
longest substring at this position that also occurs
in the second sequence with up to k mismatches.
Both approaches take a set of deoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA) or protein sequences as input and return
a matrix of pairwise distance values that can be
used as a starting point for clustering algorithms
or distance-based phylogeny reconstruction. The
two alignment-free programmes are accessible
through a web interface at ‘Göttingen Bioinformatics
Compute Server (GOBICS)’: http://spaced.gobics.de
http://kmacs.gobics.de and the source codes can be
downloaded.

INTRODUCTION

Comparative sequence analysis and phylogeny reconstruc-
tion are traditionally based on pairwise or multiple se-

quence alignments. These classical approaches are well-
established and regarded as standard methods of sequence
analysis. There are, however, various limitations associated
with these approaches if large data sets are to be analysed.
Aligning whole genomes of higher eukaryotes requires ex-
cessive computation time and the reliability of such global
sequence alignments is often limited. Moreover, because of
genome duplications and rearrangements it is often not pos-
sible to align entire genomes, so alignable homologous por-
tions of the genomes under study have to be identified in
a first step. With the growing amount of sequence data in
public and private databases, produced by next-generation
sequencing technologies, there is now a strong demand for
faster sequence-analysis algorithms. To overcome the limi-
tations of traditional alignment-based approaches, various
alignment-free methods have been developed over the past
two decades, see (1) for an overview. The run time of these
algorithms is usually proportional to the total length of the
input sequences, while a pairwise alignment takes time pro-
portional to the product of the sequence lengths. It is known
however, that alignment-free methods are generally less ac-
curate than alignment-based methods.

Most alignment-free methods rely on the frequencies of
words of a fixed length k, also denoted as k-mers or k-
grams. Various distance measures can be applied to the cor-
responding frequency vectors to estimate similarities or dis-
tances between sequences (2–5). Other methods are based
on word matches of variable length (6,7). One established
method is the average common substring approach (8) that is
based on the so-called matching statistics (9). Here, for each
position i in one sequence, one calculates the longest sub-
string starting at i that also occurs in the second sequence.
The average length of these longest common substrings is
a measure of similarity between two sequences and can be
turned into a symmetric distance measure. A similar ap-
proach was introduced simultaneously as the shortest unique
substrings (shustring) approach (10). As a further improve-
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ment, these authors also derived an estimator for the rate of
substitutions between two unaligned sequences depending
on the average shustring length (11).

All above mentioned methods are based on exact word
matches. A well-known drawback of using exact word
matches in sequence comparison is that word matches at
neighbouring sequence positions are statistically far from
independent. In database searching, exact word matches
have therefore been replaced by so-called spaced seeds de-
fined by patterns of match and don’t care positions (12). It
has been shown in many studies that such spaced seeds are
far superior to contiguous (exact) word matches in detect-
ing local homologies (12–14). Motivated by this approach,
we recently proposed two methods for alignment-free se-
quence comparison that are based on inexact word matches,
spaced words (15) and kmacs (16). In this paper, we present
a user-friendly web interface for these two methods.

SPACED WORDS

As most alignment-free sequence-analysis programmes,
spaced words considers the composition of the input se-
quences in terms of short subsequences of a fixed size. But
while most other approaches calculate the relative frequen-
cies of contiguous words of a fixed length, our approach uses
patterns of match and don’t care positions and calculates
the frequencies of spaced words according to these patterns.
Thus, a spaced word over an alphabet � can be seen as a
word composed of characters from � and wild-card char-
acters (the alphabet � represents the four nucleotides for
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) sequences or the 20 amino
acids for protein sequences). For example, the spaced word
‘T**AG*T’ has a ‘T’ at positions one and seven, an ‘A’
at position four and a ‘G’ at position five. Arbitrary nu-
cleotides are possible at positions two, three and six.

The basic version of this spaced-word approach uses one
single fixed pattern P of match and don’t care positions, rep-
resented as a sequence of ‘1’ and ‘0’, respectively, and cal-
culates the frequencies of spaced words with respect to this
pattern (17). The number of match positions in a pattern
or spaced word is called its weight k. Consider, e.g. the se-
quence

S = ATT ATGCT AG

and the pattern P = 11001. From left to right, we find in S
six spaced words

AT ∗ ∗T, TT ∗ ∗G, T A∗ ∗C, AT ∗ ∗T, TG ∗ ∗A, GC ∗ ∗G.

Thus, the relative frequency of the spaced word ‘AT**T’
in S is 2/6, the relative frequencies of ‘TT**G’, ‘TA**C’,
‘TG**A’ and ‘GC**G’ are 1/6 each, and the frequencies of
all other spaced words in S with respect to the pattern P are
0.

After calculating the relative frequencies of all spaced
words according to the fixed pattern P, our programme can
use different distance measures to define pairwise distances
among the input sequences based on their relative spaced-
word frequencies. Currently, we are using the Euclidean and
the Jensen-Shannon (JS) (18) distance metrics.

In a recent paper, we proposed a fast implementation
of this approach using recursive hashing and bit opera-

tions (15). This allowed us to extend our approach by us-
ing a whole set P of patterns instead of one single pat-
tern to define spaced words. To define a distance between
two sequences, the programme averages the distances cal-
culated with respect to all individual patterns in the set P .
We showed that this multiple-pattern approach leads to bet-
ter and statistically more stable results.

KMACS: THE k-MISMATCH AVERAGE COMMON
SUBSTRING APPROACH

While our spaced-words approach defines distances between
sequences based on spaced words of a fixed length and is a
generalization of the commonly used word-frequency ap-
proaches, kmacs defines a distance using the average length
of inexact substrings shared by two sequences. More specif-
ically, kmacs estimates for each position i in the first se-
quence the longest substring starting at i and matching
some substring in the second sequence with up to k mis-
matches. It defines the average of these values as a mea-
sure of similarity between the sequences and turns this into
a symmetric distance measure, see (16) for details. This is
a generalization of the average common substring approach
(8). A fast implementation of this approach using general-
ized enhanced suffix arrays (19) has been described in (16).

INPUT

For both programmes, the main input is a set of two or more
DNA or protein sequences in FASTA format. At our web
server, the input sequences can be either uploaded as a single
file or pasted into a window; the submission page for spaced
words is shown in Figure 1. On the web server, the total
length of the input sequences is limited to 10 mb and 500 se-
quences. For the downloadable programme code, there are
no such limitations but a warning is given if a programme
run is expected to use too much of the main memory on the
user’s computer.

For spaced words, three different options are provided to
create a set P of patterns. (i) P can be generated automat-
ically by our software. In this case, 10 random patterns are
generated using default values for the weight (number of
match positions) and the length of the patterns, depending
on the length of the input sequences. (ii) Alternatively, the
user can specify values for weight and length as well as for
the number of patterns inP . The programme then generates
a set of random patterns according to these parameters. (iii)
Finally, the user can upload a pre-defined set of patterns in
a format specified on the web site. Note that with options
(i) and (ii), all generated patterns in P will have the same
weight and length (and therefore also the same number of
‘don’t care’ positions). With option (iii) however, it is possi-
ble to use patterns of different weight or length.

Our web server offers the Euclidean distance and, alterna-
tively, the Jensen-Shannon distance to calculate pairwise dis-
tances between the input sequences based on their spaced-
word frequencies with respect to the specified set P of pat-
terns. We are planning to provide further distances metrics
that can be used as an alternative to those two distances.

For kmacs, the only parameter to be chosen by the user
is the number k of mismatches; values between k = 0 and
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Figure 1. Submission page for spaced words. The user can upload or copy-
paste input sequences in FASTA format. A set P of patterns can be gener-
ated (i) randomly with default parameters, (ii) randomly with user-defined
values for weight, i.e. number of match positions, number of don’t care po-
sitions and number of patterns in P or (iii) a pre-defined set of patterns can
be uploaded or copy-pasted. The user can chose between the Euclidean dis-
tance and the Jensen-Shannon distance to estimate distances between the
input sequences based on their spaced-word frequencies.

Figure 2. A matrix with pairwise distances of the input sequences is gener-
ated by our server. The distance matrix can be downloaded together with
a Neighbour-Joining tree generated from these distances and, for spaced
words, with the set P of patterns that was used in the programme run.

k = 100 can be selected, the default value is k = 5. With k
= 0, kmacs corresponds to the previously published average
common substring approach (8).

OUTPUT

For both programmes, spaced words and kmacs, the output
is a matrix of pairwise distance values in Phylip format, as
shown in Figure 2. In addition, a Neighbour-Joining tree cal-
culated from this distance matrix is provided in Newick for-
mat and as a graphical representation. For spaced words, the

set P of patterns that was used in the programme run is pro-
vided.

TEST RESULTS

In (15) and (16) we evaluated spaced words and kmacs ex-
tensively on real and simulated benchmark sequences. We
constructed phylogenetic trees using the distance values cal-
culated by our new software and other alignment-free meth-
ods and compared these trees to trusted reference trees.
Here, we could show that, on most of our test examples,
our new methods were superior to existing approaches to
alignment-free sequence comparison. In some cases the
quality of trees constructed with our new alignment-free
methods was even superior to trees constructed with a slow
but generally more accurate approach based on multiple se-
quence alignment.

As shown in (15), the results of spaced words are improved
if the number of patterns is increased, but this also increases
the programme run time. On simulated DNA and protein
sequences, we observed that the quality of the results con-
verges to an optimum between 50 and 70 patterns. In the
interest of programme run time, however, the default value
on our web server is 10 patterns. For kmacs, we found that
the programme produces good results on our simulated se-
quence sets with values of k > 10. Further increasing k im-
proved the results slightly, but slowed down the programme.
On real-world benchmark sequences the results were simi-
lar but less regular (16). In the interest of programme run
time, the default value on our web server is k = 5. When
comparing spaced words and kmacs, we observed that kmacs
performs slightly better than spaced words on protein se-
quences, while on genomic sequences spaced words seems
to be superior (16). On protein sequences, spaced words
produced better phylogenies when used with the Jensen-
Shannon distance than with the Euclidean distance. On ge-
nomic sequences, however, the Euclidean distance led some-
times to better results.

Figure 3 shows phylogenetic trees constructed from ten
bilaterian muscle myosin heavy chain proteins and two
non-muscle myosin heavy chain proteins from Schizosac-
charomyces pombe (Sp), which were used as outgroup. In
order to assess the trees that we calculated from the dis-
tance matrices generated with spaced words and kmacs, we
calculated a reference tree using the Maximum-Likelihood
method based on the aligned sequences. The reference tree
(Figure 3A) is in accordance with the phylogeny of the re-
spective species as discussed in (20). A tree calculated with
Neighbour Joining from the aligned sequences only differs
in the grouping of the Apis mellifera myosin (AmMhc1;
Figure 3B). While the bootstrap support is high for all
other branchings, the support for the grouping of A. mel-
lifera and Tribolium castaneum (TicMhc1) is relatively low
indicating possible alternative branchings. The branchings
in the same region are also affected in the spaced-words
(Figure 3C) and kmacs based trees (Figure 3D). While in
the spaced-words tree the grouping of the Diptera con-
taining the Anopheles gambiae (AngMhc1) and Drosophila
melanogaster (DmMhc1) sequences is affected, the branch-
ing of the Pediculus humanus corporis (PdcMhc1) myosin
is wrong in the kmacs tree. However, the major subgroups
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Figure 3. Phylogenetic trees of ten bilaterian muscle myosin heavy chain
proteins and two non-muscle myosin heavy chain proteins from Schizosac-
charomyces pombe (Sp), which were used as outgroup. (A) Maximum-
likelihood topology generated under the JTT model (22) in FastTree v. 2.1
(23) Support for all branchings is given as likelihood bootstrap values. The
12 myosins were aligned with Clustal W (24) using standard parameters.
(B): Neighbour Joining tree of the 12 myosins generated with Clustal W with
1000 bootstraps. (C and D) Neighbour Joining trees constructed with Phylip
(25) based on the distance matrices generated with spaced words and kmacs,
respectively. Both programmes were used through our web interface with
default parameters. Species abbreviations are: Hmm: Hymenolepsis micros-
toma; Apc: Aplysia californica; Pst: Parasteatoda tepidariorum; Dap: Daph-
nia pulex; Pdc: Pediculus humanus corporis; Tic: Tribolium castaneum; Am:
Apis mellifera; Ang: Anopheles gambiae; Dm: Drosophila melanogaster.

of the insects diverged in a relatively short time span lead-
ing to short distances of the respective branchings and
wrong groupings in many insect trees (21). Overall, the rel-
ative distances of the sequences are remarkably accurate
in the trees that we calculated with our new alignment-
free methods. For example, HmmMhcA is always more di-
vergent than ApcMhc1, and PstMhc2 is slightly more di-
vergent than PstMhc1. Because it is common practise in
molecular systematics to use alternative methods as each
method of phylogenetic inference has assumptions and
advantages/disadvantages, the spaced-words and kmacs ap-
proach could be a valuable extension to the repertoire of
phylogenetic reconstruction methods.

DISCUSSION

In our previous publications, we showed that spaced words
and kmacs are fast methods for sequence comparison that
can be used to estimate phylogenetic distances between
DNA and protein sequences. Trees constructed from these
distances are generally of high quality. The software that
we provide through our web interface and as downloadable
source code is based on advanced string-comparison algo-
rithms.

The idea of using inexact word matches for alignment-
free sequence comparison in this way is new, and various
further developments are thinkable. For example, we cur-
rently provide two distance measures based on spaced-word

frequencies, the Jensen-Shannon distance and the classical
Euclidean distance. In our test runs, these metrics produced
reasonable results, but both of them rely on ad hoc defini-
tions, without any statistical model behind them, as is typ-
ical in alignment-free sequence comparison. To our knowl-
edge, the only alignment-free approach that estimates evo-
lutionary distances based on an explicit stochastic model is
Kr (11). It seems worthwhile to explore other distance met-
rics in the context of spaced words and to estimate evolu-
tionary distances using models of molecular evolution and
results on word frequencies (26). Similarly, it would be in-
teresting to establish a mathematical relation between the
average length of the k-mismatch substrings in our pro-
gramme kmacs and the ‘true’ evolutionary distance between
sequences according to a stochastic model.

Finally, spaced-word frequencies and k-mismatch sub-
strings can be used not only to estimate phylogenetic dis-
tances, but also as a basis for supervised or unsupervised
clustering and classification methods. We will explore these
approaches and will add the corresponding functionalities
to our web server in the future.
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